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ABSTRACT

Departmental procedures are often a tricky thing for both students and departrnent to deal

with because it involves specific sequential steps that need to be taken in order to achieve

the desired result. Nowadays, people are always on the move and with the aid of
technology specifically mobile applications, they can access information wherever they

go. Taking this into account, this project focuses on designing a mobile platform as a

mobile knowledge management system for the usage of Universiti Teknologi

PETRONAS (UTP) departrnents and the students. This project addresses the problem

between UTP's departments and the students, specifically about communication of

information regarding procedures of each departrrent. Entitled Designing a Mobile

Knowledge Management System as a Platfurm Between WP Departments and Students;

short formed m-Dept, this project aims to design a mobile knowledge manageinent

system as a communication medium between the trro parties, this project utilizes the

Prototyping methodology and uses survey questions, interviews as well as research to

collect relevant data and information.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.0 Chapter Overview

The chapter explains about the project's background of study, problem statements,

objectives and the scope ofstudy that has been identified.

l.l Background ofStudy

The history of knowledge management (KM) can be traced to as early as the 1970's

where its importance is initially recognized by the likelihood of Peter Drucker, Peter

Senge and Leonard-Barton. In simple words, knowledge management is mainly about

knowledge and the transfer of knowledge. The purpose of KM is to facilitate effective

transfer of the knowledge to others who have a need for the knowledge in carrying out

their responsibilities in the organization Ul. A system that integrates KM is referred as a

"knowledge mallagement system", a phrase that is used to describe the creation of
knowledge repositories, improvement of knowledge access and sharing as well as

communication through collaboration, enhancing the knowledge orvironment and

rnanaging knowledge as an asset for an organization [2].

Technological evolution changes and simplifies as well as adding values to all systerns

and processes available, making almost everything possible and attainable at our

fingertips. Integrating technologies and knowledge management to provide tools for

knowledge management systems are a popular practice nowadays. With the aid of
technology, it is possible to transfer and retrieve knowledge even when the individual is

in a different geographical location or time zone. One of the examples of technological

evolution is mobile technologies.

Therefore, this project dwells on mobile knowledge management (mKM) which basically

an integration of mobile application with knowledge management. By definition, mKM is



a management process in the course of which mobile communication techniques in

conjunction with mobile devices are employed for the creation, validation, presentation,

distribution or application of knowledge [3].

Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS (UTP) consists of a number of management offices

and deparfinents which have been operating since the establishment of UTP in January

10, 1997. Some examples of these management offices and deparEnents are the

Academic Office. Information Resource Center (IRC), Security Services, Student

Industrial Internship Unit (SilU) etc. This project focuses on designing an mKM for the

usage of UTP departrnent and students. Generally, m-Dept has search fi.rnctions to search

and online forums for students and departrnent personnel to interact.

1.2 Problem Statement

Departments in UTP are specialized to handle certain areas and they have to abide to

certain procedures to proc€ss certain claims or requirements, whatever it is, according to

their job scope. Often, students are not aware of these procedtues and this would create

frustration to both students and the departments because the students would end up

wasting their time urnecessarily and the deparunents would not have enough documents

to deal with, which lag the flow of the entire process.

1.3 Objectives

1.3.1 To analyze the as-is process

In order to proceed fi.nther with the project, some background infonnation need to

be gathered. Therefore, surveys and interviews are conducted for this purpose in

order to study and document on the actual situation of communication issues

between UTP departrnents and students. Apart from that, results from analyzing

would contribute as the input for the second objective.



1.3.2 To design a mKM as a platform between UTP departments and the

students.

Communication between UTP's management offices and the students has always

been problematic. Therefore, it is important to have a platform that also acts as a

knowledge management system which enables the users to search and retieve

infbrmation as well as creating new knowledge through the system's build-in

functionalities.

1.4 Scope of Study

This project focuses on UTP departments that the students often deal with and those with

tedious procedures. The departrnent are identified through survey questions that are

distributed to the students. M-Dept concentrates on procedural knowledge, explicit to

tacit knowledge and tacit to tacit knowledge.

Procedural knowledge

M-Dept applies procedural knowledge because basically the system houses many

procedures of a department, each procedures are described in simple step-by-step

for the user to follow.

Explicit to tacit

List of procedures documented in the m-Dept are considered as explicit

knowledge and therefore individuals who retrieve this knowledge will have tacit

knowledge of the procedure documented in the system.

Tacit to tacit

m-Dept have online forum functionality where departnent personnel and the

students could interact and share knowledge as well as creating new knowledge.



1.5 Project Feasibility

1.5.1 Scope Feasibility

This project paper will mainly focus on designing a simple mobile application that

implements the likelihood of knowledge management system (KMS) in its

features. The features that will be embedded in the system are based on researches

that the author had done to gain an overview on what makes a system KMS.

Basically the system will have search functions to enable the end users to search

for their desired topic of interest. There would also be an online forum that both

parties; students and departments could participate in where all forums will be

archived and tagged under related topics. M-Dept will be made accessible from all

types of mobile devices such as BlackBerry, iPhone and Android. For the initial

stage, the author firstly target for the M-Dep, system to operate in Windows

pl atform environment for demonstratin g purposes.

1.5.2 Schedule Feasibility

The development of the whole project will consume approximately two semesters

in which it will be divided into two parts. FYP I is the first part of this project

which covers planning, requirement analysis and design phase.

The second part of the project, FYP II will commence in the second semester

whereby the results obtained from FYP I will be used for systern development

purposes which involves coding, testing and maintenance procedures.

1.5.3 Technical Feasibility

The development of the system would mainly depend on Adobe Dreamweaver

CS5. It is one of software development kit (SDK) based on Adobe Flash platform

which supports Java, PHP, Ruby, .Net, ColdFusion, and SAP. Apart from that, the

software is chosen mainly because it supports building mobile applications for

different mobile OS such as iOS, Android and Blackbory Tablet OS.



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.0 Chapter Overview

This chapter discusses relevant findings from related areas of research to develop the

project. It covers definitions of data, information and knowledge as well as knowledge

management, what is mobile knowledge management system and mKM Implanantations

in other domains.

2.1 Data, Information and Knowledge

Becerra-Fernandez, Gonzalez & Sabherwd (2004) states that data consists of facts,

observations, or perceptions which are represented by raw numbers or assertions and

therefore, data alone are meaningless. Information comprises of a collection of
meaningful data, it includes only those that possess context, relevance and purpose.

Although data, information and knowledge are intenelated to each other, knowledge is

quite distinctive from both data and information. It points out to information that enables

actions and decisions.

2.2 Definition of Knowledge Management

Basically knowledge management (KM) is the dissernination of knowledge. Its main

purpose is to assist in the effective transfer of knowledge to individuals in need in order

to carry out their tasks or daily routines [1]. KM is subjective. Hence, researchers have

come up with many definitions of KM. Although there is no single definition for KM
overall, the goal of KM includes six aspects. (l) Circulate knowledge. (2) Ensure

knowledge can be found when needed. (3) Utilize new knowledge. (a) Knowledge is

accessible from everywhere. (5) Ensure diffirsion of knowledge and new knowledge. (6)

Ensure that members of the organization knows where the knowledge is [4].



Table 2.1 : Definition of Knowledge Management

No. Author Delinition

I Ouintas et al. (1997) KM is to discover, develop, utilize, deliver, and

absorb knowledge inside and outside the

organization through an appropriate management

process to meet current and future needs.

2 Allee (1997) KM is managing the corporation's knowledge

through a systematically and organizationally

specified process for acquiring, organizing,

sustaining, applying, sharing and renewing both

the tacit and explicit knowledge of employees to

enhance organizational performance and create

value.

J. Gupta et al. (2001) KM is a process that helps organizations find,

select, organize, disseminate and transfer

important information and expertise necessary for

activities.

4. Bhatt (2001) KM is a process of knowledge creation, validation,

presentation, distribution and application.

5 Holm (2001) KM is gefting the right information to the right

people at the right time, helping people create

knowledge and sharing and acting on infonnation.

6. Horwitch and Armacost

(2002)

KM is the creation, extraction, transformation and

storage of the correct knowledge and information

in order to design better policy, modi$ action and

deliver results.

Some of KM definitions are listed in the table above. For this project, the definition that

suits best is definition number 5. According to Holm (2001), KM is geaing the right



infonnation to the right people at the right time, helping people create knowledge and

sharing and acting on information. The first half of the definition describes "the right

infbrmation" which are the UTP department procedures and "the right people at the right

tirne" points at the students which would be able to access the information whenever they

want to at the convenience of their own mobile devices.

2.3 Mobile Knowledge Management System

Mobility is defined by the Oxford English Dictionary as " the quality of moving or being

moved eusily from place lo place, rtr ctf lwving ease and flexibility of motion". Mobile

knowledge management (mKM) strives for IT support in facilitating knowledge

registration, distribution and usage [5]. Mobile knowledge management can be classified

as one of the KM technologies as it includes technology element that is mobile

technology, in an overall KM solution [].

This project came up with the idea to design a mobile knowledge managexnent system

that acts as a platform of knowledge sharing between UTP deparrnents and students

because nowadays, mobile devices are the hottest thing. Integrating mobile application

and knowledge management system would provide great convenience because it allows

the students and department staffs as well to still have access to information even when

they are away from their usual workplace and thus acquiring and sharing of knowledge

would still be efficient regardless of the individual's location [6], provided that they have

the technology.

KMS in general should serve everybody who is involved in the process of understanding,

evaluating and organizing [7], and thus the same thing applies in mKM. According to

Frank (2001), a KMS should fulfill the requirements listed below;

o Emphasis on concepts and reasons

The main concept of a system should be crystal clear before developing it in order

to ensure that the system serves a particular purpose instead of merely being a

system that does have certain beneficial funaionalities but lacks specific concepts



and reasons. Taking this into consideration, this project's concept is

"organizational process" which refers to UTP deparrnents and the procedures that

lies within them. Deparrnents are different to one another in the sense that they

cater things according to their own functions. The main reason why the syste,m

focuses on UTP deparhnents' procedures is because of students' lack of

awareness that affects the day-to-day routine of a particular departrnent as a

whole.

Reuse of existing knowledge

T\e lcnowledge here is referred to the departrnental procedures (eg. Procedures to

apply for car stickers, borrowing books from the IRC etc). The procedures are

already there, except that there are no effective medium to convey them to

students, therefore this project will design a system that embeds this knowledge

and acts as a platform to disseminate thern to individuals in need.

Support of multiple perspectives

A KMS should support different levels of detail [7]. For example, in UTP, there

are diflerent procedures of applying for a student card. Either to create a new one,

or to replace damaged or lost student cards. To cater these different procedures for

a similar case, this is where this project's interactive forum came into view. The

forum is where users can post questions and have them mswered by the

deparEnents' representatives.



2.4 mKM Implementation in Other Domains

There are a number of mKM systems that have been developed and are applicable to

rnany domains with different backgrounds such as engineering design, pharmaceuticals

etc.

Table 2.2 : mKM Implementations (Spiteri & h.g,2006)

mKM system /

author

Applications Fundamental approach of

mobile client support

Type ofsupport

l)arwin

Kristoffersen S,

I 998

Pharmaceutical

industry

Darwin supports the

distribution and exchange of

lessons learnt within a

dispersed IT-support Soup,

by specifically using an

early PDA.

r Data entry editing of

tasks

r Sharing of experiences

. Support ofto-do list

. Coordination of tasks

l;ieldl4/ise

Fagrell H. 2000

News journalism,

sales, real estate

brokering

Fieldl{ise is a generalized

knowledge management

architecture implemented for

mobile news journalism by

using Pocket PCs and

mobile phones.

o Data entry and editing

of tasks

. Sharing of information

. Support of to-do list

. Location of available

expertise

o Evaluation of records

NewsMole

Fagrell H. 2001

News joumalism The NewsMare protot)?e

provides mobile and

distributed news j ournalists

with timely knowledge via a

PDA with network access

using a mobile phone.

. Support of a to{o list,

matche{ with internal

archives

o Provides information

on people involved in

similar tasks

o Provides matching

between predefined

exte,mal sources



. SMS facility to alert

people with

ovalapping activities

Shen J., Jones Q.

2003

Repair,

technicians

This system allows data

capture in silu by using

mobile devices (pocket PCs

with integrated digital

cameras) and retrieve the

information from the internet

. Uploading of photos

and voice recordings

via wireless

transmission

Mummy

Grimm M. 2005

Facility

management at

construction sites,

mobile health

care support

video-based e-

learning

Mummy research focuses on

capturing context to enhance

intra and inter-individud

knowledge tansfer

processes, such as

remembering, reconstruction

and communication

. Reftieval and

prese,ntation of

relevant infonnation in

photographic and

textual format
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

3.0 Chapter Overview

This chapter explains how the m-dept system is being developed. What is the

methodology being used and the reason why it was chosen as well as data collection

techniques and data analyzing.

3.1 System Development Methodolory

A system development methodology, or also referred to as syste,m development life cycle

(SDLC) methodology is basically a "life cycle" of producing a particular system. It is
defined as a framework that is used as guidance to structure, plan and control the process

of developing an information system [8]. Thoe are three main categories of SDLC

methodology which are structured design, rapid application developme,nt (RAD) and

object-oriented analysis and design. In this project, Prototlrying methodology which is
classified under RAD is used for the system development. As illusrated in Figure 3.1,

the analysis, design and implementation phases are performed concurrenfly after fte
planning process. This methodology is chosen because the system protot)?e would be

implemented immediately and therefore any further changes in require,mens cogld be
detected and system re-analyzing, re-designing and re-imple,me,lrtation of a second
prototype could be performed if needed.

Figure 3.1: The Prototype Development Methodologt

11



3.2 Planning

During this phase is also when the overall schedule of this project was planned according

to timeline by constructing a Gantt chart (Appendix I) to ensure that each activity

pertaining the project .re on track. Research papers, journals as well as online resources

are read to gather some insights and basic knowledge of current issues regarding KM,

mKM and KMS that can contribute to the project.

3.3 Data Collection

Data are gathered from various sources such as books, research papers, journals, the

internet etc. Those were for the purpose of reading and further understanding on some of
the key points prior to the project such as 'knowledge management', 'knowledge

lnanagetnent system', 'rnobile knowledge management' and any other relevant materials.

Apart from conducting research through reading, survey and interviews are also

conducted to gather relevant data from the system user.

3.3.1 Surrey

A survey is a method to gather information directly from people in a systernatic

and standardized way [9]. Before distributing the survey questions to targeted

individuals which are UTP students, several points are taken into consideration in
order to conduct an effective information gathering. The main objective of the

survey is to understand the currenl situation between UTp students and

departments. The term currenl situation refers to the sihrations from the students'

point of view. For example, how they settle their issues with a particular

department, how does they find out about a particular procedure etc.

Hypothetically, there are problems regarding communication between students

and UTP deparfinents and this is what the survey is expected to prove and provide

insights about.

Upon recognizing the main purpose of the survey and identiffing the respondents,

survey questions are prepared. The questions were constructed based on different

t2



themes such as challenges, the as-is situation, etc. The themes are chose,n

according to the questions that are constructed to answer the objectives and

purpose of the project as a whole. This survey covers both qualitative and

quantitative questions and uses random sampling technique.

3.3.2Interview

Considering two different parties that the project is based upon, interview is also

one of the data collecting methods. The suweys are distributed to UTP students

while the interview is to collect information and insights from the UTP

department's side regarding the issue of communication problems between them

and the students.

The main objective of the interview is to find out how does the departrrent

commtmicates their procedures to the students. Basically, it is more about

understanding the current as-is process of communication between the two

parties.

3.4 Analysis

Data gathered from the data collecting methods (inputs) are analyzed thoroughly to get

the output required for the project.

Inputs:

- Research papers, articles, journals, onlineresources

- Data from survey distributed to UTp students

- Information from interview sessions with UTP departrne,nt's personnel(s)

Outputs:

- Data to support the hlryothesis that there are communication problems between

the UTP departrnents and students.

- System requirement for m-dept.

13



3.5 Design

This phase focuses on information content and user interface design as well as

development process. The strategies are the medium that helps to determine the output of

the project. Some key points to be considered during this phase are stated below:

. How the contents will look like in the system?

o What are the resources needed to build the system?

The system's graphic design, user interface and content will bethe output of this phase

and will be the prototype specifications for the next phase.

3.5.1 Tools Required

Software:

. Adobe Dreamweaver CS5

o Adobe Device Central CS5

3.6 Implementation

In this phase the user interface and information content will be integrated into an actual

system which would be accessible through mobile devices via 3G connection.

3.7 Expected Output

The m-Depl would be implemented as a web-based mobile application that runs on all

mobile devices (smart phones/tablets) provided that it has wireless internet connectiono

users would be able to access the knowledge sharing mobile application as well as

participating in the online forum in order to retrieve information related to the

departmental procedures that they need at that time.

t4



CHAPTER 4

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

4.0 Chapter Overview

This chapter covers and elaborates more on the findings gathered of this project as well
as the protob?e design. An analysis has been performed on the daa gathered during data

gathering process; mainly from conducting researches, surveys and interviews.

4.1 Analysis Models

4.1.1 System Architecture

Dcprmcnt hoccdurer

Online Fqun

KnowldgeShot*tg

DcpuocatProcodunc

OnlineFcnn

Knowa@ptutQ

Figure 4.2: System Architecture



Figure 4.2 demonstrates the overall architecture of the m-dept syst€m, basically

how it works and how the users can interact with the main firnctionalities

embedded inside the system.

Upon logging in, user is identified whether he/she is an admin or stud€nt.

Different category of users will have access to different features of the syst€m.

Admin will play the role of knowledge sharing in the process whereby they will

be able to add/edit departnent procedures into/in the systern. Students, on the

other hand, perform knowledge capture whereby they will be able to search and

retrieve knowledge regarding deparUnental procedures. Both admin and studelrt

can participate in online forum for the purpose of knowledge sharing or

knowledge creation regarding a topic of interest.

16



4.1.2 Use Case Diagram

Figure 4.3: M-Dept Use Case Diagram

The use case diagram in Figure 4.3 demonstrates how the actors interacts with z-
dept. Actors are users of the system that play different roles in relative to the

system. In ttris case, m-dept has two actors which are adrnin and student

respectively.

Rct.ieva
deportment p.ocdur6

Scarch for
dcaartmcrt proccdurcc
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4.1.3 System Flow Diagram

.l

Figure 4.4: System Flow Diagram

The system flow diagram in Figure 4.4 shows the flow of activities in the syste,m

once user logged on. The flow was separated into two flow of seque,nce which

was categorized by user t)?e. If logged on user is identified as an admin, fren

they would have the privilege to add/edit departnental procedures wher&y

student users would only be able to view and search for the departmental
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4.2.1 Section A: Challenges

This section focuses on mainly the difficulties that the students have experienced

while dealing with UTP deparbnents.

r Difficuhies in identifrlngthe
job scope ofthe department

r Difficuhies in identfilngthe
procedures involved

r Dlfficuhies ln findlngthe r[ht
person nel for asslstance

r Efflciency of the departrnert
to rerclve the issue

Figure 4.5: Challenges

The result of the survey is portrayed by the pie chart in Figure 4.5. tvlajority of

the students face a difficulty in identiffing the exact st€,ps of a particular

procedure beforehand, this represe,nts 37Yo of the overall challenges faced by the

students. 29/o of them stated that finding the right personnel fo assistEnce was

also a challenge.

These challenges could be eliminarcd or reduced if only there were an easily

accessible centralized system as a platforur betwee,n boft parties. Which is what

m-dept is proposed to be.

20



4.2.2 Section B: Respondent's Experience

This section reflects what is normally experienced by the students when they are
dealing with the UTP deparEnents.

r I find out about the
procedures only after I have
met the department
personnel.

I I know about the procedures
beforehand from my
friends/seniors,

I I know about the procedures
beforehand via
elearn ing/UTp website.

Figure 4.6: Respondent's Experience

Based on the data gathered from the respondents, most of them had stated that
they only get to know about a particular deparunental procedure only after they
have met the personnel of a particular departrnent lon.while 44o/o of the
respondents had known the procedures beforehand from word ofmouth.

It can be concruded here that, the use of technorogy is not optimized for
communication purposes as most students had the difficulty to gather information
about a particular department when they need or wanted to.

2L



4.2.3 Section C: Technological Platform

Department's Department's
Locations Personnels

lnformatlon

Llst of Descrlptlon of Onllne Forum
Departmental Procedures

Procedures

Figure 4.7: Technological Platform

The technological platform section basically focuses on the users' fipectations on

the system. Since the respondents for this survey are UTP stude,nts, in this case,

the students' expectations from the m-dept system regarding what features it

should offer were analyzed. According to the graph in Figune 4.7 above,

Description of Procedures earned the highest percentage followd by Onlirc

I.'orum and lr.sl of Departmental Procedtres.

Those three would be the main feattres of the m4ept system.

22



4.3 l)rototy;rr

'l'ltis scction sltows the (iraphical User Interface (GUI) of the m-dept system. The system

is dcvclopcd ttsing I I'I'ML- in Adobe Dreamweaver CS5.5. The GUIs shown are the Log

In pagc. Adrnitt pagc and Student page. The last two were determined based on the User

Natnc attd l)assword enlered in the Log In page. Users, either admin or student would be

ablc lo clxxrsc wlrich activity they would like the system to perform upon log in.

4.J.1 l,og ln / l,og Out

'l'ho log irr page as in Figure 4.3.1 is where the user is required to enter their user

Itatttc artd password. Upon logging in, the system will identi& whether the user is

an ,4dmtn or a studant. User can log out of their account by clicking on the ..+"

sytrtbol bttttttn located on the top left, and the Log Out link will slide out as in
l'igure 4.9

USIR LOGIN

(Jsername

Password

f igure 4.E: Log ln page

USER LOGIN

Usemame.
Password .

h

Figure 4.9: Log Out page
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'l'he ncrt rnodrrlc lilcuscs on thc adrninistrator. The screenshots for admin functions are as

lrclow:

.1.J.2 Morlule l: Administrator

Figure 4.3.J below shows the Admin page of m-dep, system:

'l'lrc lrutton displayod on the page will lead the admin to ttre frrnctions specified

whcrr clicked. lf the user clicks on the Post New Procedure button, a form will

apl)car lilr thern to write and post the new procedure into the system's database

( ligure 4.1 I ). ('licking on lidit lixisting Procedure button leads the user to a page

containirrg a list of procedures that have been posted and allows the user to edit

tlrcrrr (l'igure 4.12). The Online l;orum button will enable the user to post new

topic or.jorrr tlre online forum residing inside the system.

wELC0ME A0ulil/231

TE
@
E

Figure 4.10: Admin Homepage
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POSI NEII PROCEDURE

Proccdulr.

Dc(ailr .

Tagr :

i.ilrE

Figure 4.11: Add New Procedure

EDIT PROCEDURE

Proccdun Updnb Ddlb

Surrmon payrnent it il
studentclearance Y il
Graduation ault Y' il

EI

Figure 4.12: Edit Procedurc



4.3.3 Module 2: Student

Unlike admin who is authorized to add and edit posted deparbnental procedures,

student users are only authorized to view and search for the posted departmental

procedures as well as participating in online forum.

Student page is as depicted in the above figure

LVELC0ME SruntilrLnl

EI
E
E

Figure 4.13: Student Homepage
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PROCEDURE LIST

Figure 4.14: Procedurrc List

When users clickedthe View Procedure bufion, apage as in Figure 414 appears.

This page enables the student to view a full list of posted procedures. If ttrey

require further details on the procedure, they will have to click on the procedure

links to view.
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SEARCH PROCEDURE

Figure 4.15: Search

The figure above shows the search page. students can simply type in the

procedure that they wanted to search. The system will retrieve the related

procedures prior to the keywords that have been typed into the textbox.
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4.3.4 Module 3: Online Forum

The third rnodule is a function accessible to both administrators and students. This

is where students can interact among themselves or communicates with the

administrators. Users will be able to add new topics, or comment on posted topics.

This online forum will enable knowledge transfer and knowledge creation as well.

FORUM

t Drac Ulr hh Hltr.'l C:rcdbror" S '8 I 03.01'2

'6Lrtc?Eenp i C ffifi;:;

Figure 4.16: Forum Homepage
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Update nerums
I cant update my resune frmt pnsm. Hep.
By: AI Ernall: al@grnail.com
Dabftimc : 031O4112 02 51 37

)@tE

Figure 4.17: View Topic

Crcab Ncw Toplc

Topic

DGt!ll

Nrmr

Emall

Figure 4.lE: Create Topic
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLTISION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 Conclusion

This project is proposed to design a mobile knowledge management system that could

serve as a communication platform between UTP departments and the srudents and

therefore eliminates the problem of not having a centralized site for the students to refer

to in tirnes of need.

Currently, the departmental procedures are communicated to the students mostly over-

the-counter; meaning that students would have to physically consult deparfrnental

personnel in order to get to know about certain procedures. By developing a mobile

system that acts as the hub of knowledge that stores and disseminates as well as creating

knowledge regarding information between departrnent and students, it muld definitely

simplify a lot of things. Students could simply access information from their mobile

phones and departments would decrease the problem of student not knowing their

departrnental procedures.

5.2 Recommendation

5.2.1 Adequate Support from UTP

To develop the proposed mobile knowledge management system, intensive

support from UTP to provide necessary resources is necessary. The author should

be able to reach out to not only her supervisor, but to other lechrers and also

staffs for guidance. Apa( from that, if the system is successfi.rlly built with

assured feasibility and profitability, UTP should aid in providing fund for the

author's systern to be implemented as well as giving full assistance in protecting

the intellectual property of the system because the idea of this proposed syston is

originated by the author.
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